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PRODUCTIX AXD MARKT1NG ( BROILS BY CTRACT
WITR APPLICATIQN$ TO OTHER (&CW

AGRICULTURAL INTERPRISES

I1iRODUCTIa

Farm production has traditionally bean known for its ins.

dependence. The individual farmer produo.d those products which.

in his opinion, would be most profitable, considering the resources

it his oo'd and his persona], desires for work or leisure. et

turns for th. product under consideration and of alternative

product. at th. time production began determined in large measure

the quantity that was producad for market. Quality of production

.4 with meny factors such as the tecimical knowledge of

, weather, insect pests and disease. Consumer deman.

particular product also varied wtth season of the year. prices of

substitute produot and income levels Under these circumstances

production of a specific product frequently was high when consumer

demand was at & low point resulting in low prices in order to

merk.t the aai],able supply. Fluctuations in prices and production

1arm production includes marketing of the products of agriculture
to the first handier. iocnomiats define production as the orea
tion of want satisfying power, i.e. utility. Marketing creates
Place, possession, and time utility. In this study, when the
term farm production is used it refers to the creation of utility
by th. farmer in growing and selling his products. Then the
term production is used alone or in connection with the name
of a particular farm enterprise, such as broiler production,
it refers to all utility creating steps or processes from the
tine production is begun on the farm until the product is sold
to consumers. The words, production and marketing, wer. both
used in the title for th. benefit of those not familiar with
the conomist's definition of production.



oauead incomes to be unstable nd esro * source of uncertainty to

farmers. These earns fluctuations were a sourc. of uncertainty to

secondary industriss which supplied agriculture with neded inpita

or processed the products of agriculture.

To oyeroom the fluctuating conditions end resultant difficulties

outlined *bove, a method of coordinating primary end secondary produC-

tion with e*oh other and with oonaur mau became desirable. A

contractual form of coordination has bssn used during the past 30 to

40 years in the production of fruits and 'vegetables for canning

fressing, sugar beets, and other products where assurance wee needed

that there would be a supply of products available to make efficient

use of processing plant and equipment. In most oases, Coordination

has bean aehived by regulating planting end harvesting ohedulea in

line with processing plant requirements and market demand. Field

service dpartnts provided management assistance to growers and

maintained quality products by advising on matters pertaining to

items such aa fertilisation, planting, insect and disease control,

irrigation, end harvesting.

In recent years, a form of coordination known as 'vertical inte-

gration / has begun in other agricultural industries The broiler

industry ii frequently cited as an .xsmpl. sine, it has become more

integrated than most other agricultural industri.8 Other enter-

prises such as egg production, turkey production, swine production,

Vertjoai integration ha bean dfined several ways. yost defini-
tions, however, state that 'vertical integration involves the
control of more than one atop in the production process Prac-
ttoa]ly .11 firma are integrated to some d.gree according to 'ush



definitions. Vertical integration is presumed to mean that con-
trol extends across production processes that are usually
performed by two or more separate firma. It should be noted
that firms with limited resources would necessarily need to
have smeller operating units within the integrated organization
than if the same resouroes were used by a specialized firm. In
a new, growing industry it may be necessary f or firma to be
integrated. As the industry grows specialized firms develop.
Contractual pro.iotion arrangements are a form of integration
which coordinates production of firms in different segments of
en industry with the individual firms retaining their separate
ownership.

beef fattening and lasth fattening enterprises are mentioned frequently

in news releases, research and extension publications, prOfessional

agricultural journals, and group discussions as being likely to

become integrated.

A number of d: of integration have dev,loped

relatively *hart time. They range all the way from complete owner-

ship by one firm of all resources used in production to an informal

agreement btw.e representatives of the firm. involved. As a result

integration is Often 'viewed with sk.ptioiea. Farm producer. fear

they may lose their independence in making production decisions,

Changes in relationships among fires are s source of uncertainty tor

which an aUoweno. must be made when making plans and decisions.

The broiler industry h*. becom. more integrated, both by omuer-

ship and by contract, than other agrioultura]. industries. A study o

that industry should provide a basis for appraising the likelihood of

contract production becoming important in other agricultural indus-

tries involving the feeding of livestock and poultry.



Statement Problem

Developments Within and Growth of Broiler Industry L.adin to Problem

Broiler production began as a by.produot of the oome.rcisl egg

enterprise (53, p. 511). Poultrymen ted the cookerels, obtained by

purchasing straight run chicks of egg lay].ng atra.rs, to a nmrketable

'weight and finish. Broilers from this type of production were usually

available only durug the summer of each year. Breeding and feeding

programs were not apeotalised for asat production. Processing was

frequently done by the grower who also gold the broilers direct to

stores or consumers, Under these circumstances quality of the product

and effiotenoy of production we low compared to present standards,

Poultry breeding and nutrition research findings made broiler

production feasible as a apecitlised commercial enterprise. The

development of special moat strains and orosses of chicks along with

rations for fast efficient growth made it possible to produce a.

broiler chicken of higher quality with less feed per pound of chicken.

Economic factors such as increased incomes resulted in consumer pus'-

chasing more broilers. Production was encouraged through increased

profits but as the number of broilers produced increased the profit

margin has decreased, Broiler consumption increased rapidly during

World Wr II and the upward trend has continued to the present time.

High income levels and trends in eating habits of people have n-

Oouraged inoreased consumption. In some instances teed manufacturers

and hatcheries actively snuouraged farmers to begin growing broilers.
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Improvements in production efficiency zde increased profits possible
in the short run. Being more familiar wtth new developments in breed

ing end nutrition research, feed manufacturers and hatoherymen no

doubt recognized the profit possibilities in broiler growing sooner

th*n most poultry grow.r.. In some instances, these firma grew

broilers in oomp.ttion with farm produosre.

In the beginning, some broiler growers slaughtered their birds

ad sold them direct to retail stores or consumers. Others sold their

livo broilers to processors who slaughtered other poultry in addition

to broilers. Birds were frequently sold to consumers on New York

dress basis ,. Later broiler growing became one area'ot special-

isation and broiler processing another. Also the supplying of menu-

factured feeds and chicks became areas of specialization. Special'

isation has resulted in the production of more uniform broilers with

a shorter feeding period. Processors now eel). the birds drawn and

frequently they are packaged ready'to.ccxk /.
Firms which have large ed investments in plant and equipment

an reduce overhead Oosts per unit by expanding output. A. large

era output was particularly adviult*g,ou. to tirin. which operated

on a fixed margin above costs. To help achieve this advantage,

hatchery operators, teed manutaoirers, end processors began to

integrate various phases of broiler production.

/ New York dr.se refers to poultry that have ben bled end feathers
removed.
Ready-to'000k
ual servings

broilers that have been out into individu
cooking by the bouswwi.te.
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Within th broiler industry there developed two iin forms of

integration. One was by ownership of resources used in hatching,

growing, processing and distributing broilers. The second fcm waS

one of contractual srreng.msnts between or among firms in the industry.

The latter form is much more widespread and involws a much larger

proportion of the brojloz industry. Integration by ownership tends

to be limited to a few large scale firms. This study deals with the

contractual form of integration.

Contractual arrangement' have been used in broiler production

for a nuier of years Their use apparently coincides 'with the de

volopment of the industry on a oomeroial scale.

ntion of Problem from oint of View of Productn Firms

Aa specialization dvelopød, problems of equating supply and de

ruand such that prices were relatively stable and favorable were

accentuated. Increases in supply were favored in order to reduce

fixed costs per uc.it by utilizing production capacity and adopting

new cost reduoinC nethods of production. Although an ineraaiug

supply of high..qualityr product eneourages the velopient of oonsump

tion patterns and increases in demand favorable to the industry these

changes occur slowly and there appears to be a tendency for supply to

increase faster than demand with losr prices being the result. C

traotual arrangements were begun to assure integrators of an increasing

production of broilers. Purohases of chicks and feed and the dszzand

for processing services would automatically i.noreass as a result.



aotual arrangeuts are a source of doubt. bowver What

their off sets will bs en indiuidual firm. and relatitxahips bstwe

and/Or among fizes need, to be established. Individual farmars express

fr that th. broiler gr*er will bscon. more of a oaretaker than

eatr.prsn.ur. Firms in other segments of the industry are aoeting

vigorously to maintain their present statu. or to obtain a larger

re of the volume. The future of soie of' the smaller firma is

rtatn considering the pressure for larger volumes at lower margins

that is brought to bear by intsgrstion. These pressures may cause *

departure train optimum conditions as defined by economic principle..

The Problem From the Point of View of Society- - - -. -'
Changes that huive been occuring also give rise to uncertainty

from the point of view of society. The long run effects of changes

used by integration are of' primary interest to society as consumers

food. Questiona are raised rlatve to the lang run effect an food

prices and the comp.titive nature of agriculture. if broiler produc"

tion bssoass conoen'ated in a few coi-trolling firms, some feel agri-

culture will be in danger of becoming controlled by nan-farm business

interests with the result being the disappearance of tire family farm.

Objectives 2!. !. Study

The objectives of the study were as follossi

1. to aaoertatn differences in production and marketing
of broilers when firms operate as independent units en
when they coordinate production and marketing by con-
tractnal arrangement..



2. to ascertain the effects of the$e differences on
firma in the brojlsr industzy, relationships hetw.sn
firms and the consuming public.

to appraise the feasibility and possible effeota of
the use of contract production in other Oregon
agricultural ante rpris as.

Research ethoda

tta front both primary' and seoondary sources were used. Prinry

obtained through personal interview surveys conducted during

of 1958. Th, first survey included forty-one commercial

ar in the Willamette Valley and Medford areas of Oregon.

The growers interriewed were selected by drawing & random sample of

era' mamas from a listing ot oossroial broiler growers in the

smatte Valley and M.dford areas of Oregon. The list was strati'

fled by' size of enterprise. A sommeroja]. enterprise defined as

on. which produced 10,000 or more broilers in a 12 month period.

The cisc strata were from 10,000 to 39,999, from 40,000 to 100,000,

and more than 300,000 broilers. The sampling proportion varied

from stratum to stratum. The second per eonal interview survey in

eluded all of the major broiler chisk hatcheries, feed msnufaoturera

trig broiler growing contracts, and broiler pr000seora

Ssh.dul.s of questions were used to guid. the interview

f or recording of snwer a In the broiler grower survey, two ached-

tiles were used - one to record data pertaining to general phasøs of

the enterpris, and me to record data pertaining to an individual
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batch or lot of broilers. Data on several batches that a given

grower had sold in the recent put were obtained whenever feasible.

A third schedule was prepared which was adaptable for interviewing

hatcherymen, feed manufacturers and/or processors. This was necessary

since in some instances one firm was engaged in all three phases of

the broiler industry.

The records were edited and checked before tabulations and other

statistical calculations were begun. The details of these calcula

tions are presented in later eectons of this study.

Data from broiler feeding experiments conducted by the Departs

aent of Poultry Husbandry, Oregon State College, were used to estab

lish the input-output relationship for feed and livewaight of broilers.

It was assumed that the basic input-output relationship for broilers

was of the same shape in the feeding trials as in comercial broiler

enterprises. A production function of the same chap. was calculated

using the survey data obtained from growers.

Secondary data on numbers of broilers produced and gross income

were obtained from United States Department of Agriculture publica-

tions. Agricultural Experiment Station publications were the source

of information on broiler production in various areas of the United

States.

j, The chicks started at one time were considered to be a batch or
lot Growers with more than one broiler building considered
the broilers in a particular building as a batch or lot even
though chicks may be started at the same time. Whenever this
situation was encountereø, separate batch records were coleted
for each building for use in calculating an average batch record
for the grower.



The production and market

considered as a continuous proc

what to produce to the final as

The production process includes

of agricultural products may be

from the initial act of planning

£ the product to the consumer.

of the steps between these x-

tremes. Aa such it can be thought of as a functional relation bo

tween inputs and output. The inputs in this case era composite Lu-

puts which consist of th. usual fans inputs such as laud, labor and

machine time plus inputs for processing, transporting, storing,

wholesaling, retailtng and other required operations in producing a

consumption good. Th. inputs may be supplied by one firm which is

completely integrated or by more than one firm with each supplying

part of the inputs. The typical case Lu modern times is where a

nuer of specialized firma each with a production function

which is part of the more inclusive function, supply specialLed

inputs. These specialized firma may be completely independent or

they may be liuked together by various contractual or other arran

ments. The purpose of this section is to ascertain, in theor

terms, what the effects are on the inputioutput relationship of

having the inputs supplied by firms linked together by contracti

arrangements as compared to having them supplied by firma operating

independently, comparisons with other situations may be used

wheever clarification of the concept results,

10

THEORETICAL CONSIDRRATIONS PERTAI PROBLEM



Stuations conoucive Coordtratin Production Contract

There are four situations 'which ate conducive to the development

of contractual arrangements (54, p. 717-721 and 68, p. 1818). First,

whenever the production functions of firma operating at dUferent

phases of production are Lnterdependent, coats can be lowered and

net returns increased by coordinating production by the use o cou

tracts between the firms. The adoption of new innovations has

resulted in specialization wbtcb increases the interdependence of

firms within an industry. Second, when there are possibilities of

adopting ne technology, adjusting to changeu demand conditions, or

other factors but firms are slow to change, the development of con

tractual production is encouraged The third situation arises because

of imperfections in the market which result in c "fai1ure' of the

market to get products produced in the right quantity at the right

time The development of the nern supermarket and new methods of

retailins hLch require large quantities of uniformly high quality

products gave rise to the fourth situation.

tadqpc roduc tz unc;ion

Whenever production involves specialized phases of production

and costs in one phase are dependent on the level and timing of

production in other phases the production functions of producing

firms are interdependent. The level of efficiency of firms at one

stage of produitton depends partly on the output of firms at other

stages of production. This situation gives rise to a need for



coordinating production in the various stages of production. The

need also infers that some method of coordination will give a greater

output for a given level of input use than firm. operating completel

independent of one and another would be able to achieve. This stu4

is ooricern.d with the contractual method of 000rdnatioa and the

influenc, it ha. on the input-output relationship.

The production functions for farms and for firms which either

$UI)ly inputs or process farm product. are interdependent.

production function of en input supplying firm is effected by farmers'

dsciiions to buy or not to buy from th. firm in question.

fimotion ii also affoted by farmers' deotatans as to when to buy.

The latter situation has en important implication to the operation

of the firm oir time. The volume of production in relation to

capacity in a given tim. period has a direct influence on costs per

unit and net returns. The firm must keep costs per unit low to

compot. with other firm.. The production function of firms that

process farm products is affected similarly by farmers' decisions.

Th, interdependenc, in the functions has been an important motivating

force for contractual production arrangements bete.n firm. In some

industries, firma that supply farm production inputs or that process

the products of agriculture have been in a position where thoy could

increase or insure a given Icy], of profits by giving contracts for

farm production according to speoitiod conditions relative to h

*.n the production was to be accomplished. In contracts in-

volving inputs for farm production the method of parment was en

important consideration.
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d for additional capital for term production encouraged

accept contracts Contractors frequently supplied inputs

on a credit bssis end shared the risks of production with the fanner

in order that the contracts would be scoepteble to fars.zs.

The int.rdependenoe of production functions and contractual

arrangements may lead to conflicts in the attai'me'tt of optimum

ducticm condittone in eli firms operating at th. various stages of

production. For example, a particular characteristic may be b.n,fi-

oi*i. from the point of view of * firm at the farm livel but may

result in higher processing costs. Alec suppliers of inputs may find

it difficult to operate at the optim point of production unless

they Oan induce the users of those inputs to produce such a large

volume that the price of the product is reduced to a point that

only a fw most tficiont producers earn a competitive return for

their labor capital end menagemant.

lnt.rd.pend.uoe further complicates production since the optimum

of enterprise is not the sam. in all stages of prodUotiQn. The

processing phase in most agricultural production is .ffieiently

carried out only at a size that can handle the output of a number of

farm rnits ranging from several to many units Likewise many term

supply phases of production require a size of enterprise for

ficient operation that will meet the requirements of many farm

ts.
Th. conflicts between the production functions and differences

timum size of enterprise may result in the firma which hs

r bargaining position taking advantag, of their power in



forcing other firma to produce under other than optimum ituationc.

These power positions may be reflected forward to firma nearer the

oonsuiner or backward to firma nearer the beginning of the production

process.

iconomjo Change

Change involves the adoption of new methods. flistorically, the

adoption of new technology has taken time. Assuming the technology

will increase net income this makes it possible for early adopters

to earn greater profits than those who h*ve not yet made the adoption.

Sometimes the advantages of a particular change may not be apparent

to firms most directly involved. Farm firms may be reluctant to make

adjustnts in production plans in line with changes in demand or in

the technology used in production. In some instances it may be in'-

possible for farmers to acquire additional capital or other faotore

needed to make an indicated adjustment. Under such circumstances a

non-farm firm may recognize an opportunity to increase its income

through contracting with farmers f or production and farmers may

'welcome the easing of some resource restriction such as capital as

a result of the contract. The juoreaed income from an expansion

via the contractual method may be greater than would be the case by

a horizontal expansion of the business making contracts with farm

producers.



Market Ixnperfeotions

Auob has been written about the effeots of dviationa from con

ditiona of perfect competition. The purpos, of this brief section

is not to give detail of economic theory but rather to t&te in

general tirms how market imperfections give rise to the need for

a method of coordination to eupplenznt market prices.

In a perfectly competitive system of markets, price coordina

production by giving guidance to the decisions made by entrepreneurs

t various stages of the production process. Resources are allocated

among the various stage. by th, profitableness of firma operating at

the various stages. If a partio4ar phase of production has too many

resources more output cornea forth then can be sold at existing price.

and as a result prices decline with a direct depressing eff sot on

profits. Reduced profits encourages the shifting of resources to

other phases of production until profits are equated in al

produotan.

Economists bave recognised t the real world departs

the perfect comp.titton mod* u been w i bout

conditions of monopoly and imperfect a en conditions

of perfect conpetition are not met not have perfect

knowledge, the nuer of buyers and may be a few instead

of many and the actions of one buyer or seller may affeot the

transactions of other buyers and sellers.

The timing of production in relation to demand is extremely

important. Dsoiaiona made by firms operating with less than perfect

15



modern tood.tore Shops on a self-service basis with few contacts with

16

know dge results in periods when the quantity that suppliers ha

available can only be sold at reduced prices or periods when the

quantity available i. reduced to the point th*t marketing transac-

tions occur at increased prices Price doe. not coordinate

production with market demands and fluctuations in price result.

Price fluctuations are a eouro. of uncertainty which contributes to

problem of price being unable to coordinate production within pro-

duction periods.

Under conditions other than perfect 0 etiticm, firma find

it to their advantag. in trms of profits to supplement price as a

method of coordination. )Ionpriee competition beoomes inaportant.

Firm. attempt to avoid price competition by establishing brand

usass 1' or their products which ar. differentiated from competing

products in th. minds of consumers, by contracting for supplies of

inputs or for sale at a futwo date, by integrating additional

functions, and in other ways.

Develom.nt of] Food Store

Retailing of food products bai undergone tremendous ohangs. The

damlop ut of chain stores about the beginning of the century started

a trend toward larg.r stores in food retailing. The more recently

days loped supermarket and a ooperative arrangements among supermarkets

hav aooentuatsd the trend toward larger stores The large retail

estab]i.hmits have adopted new msthod of retatlin, require

an assured volume of quality food products The customer in a
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a1ee personnel. The products must R1511fl themselves. This can b

done bsst by maintaining uniformly high quality products in the

displays at prices that attract oustoiseri. To acquire the products

wanted, retailers specify the quality and quantity of the various

produots desired and accept offers for the delivery of the produota.

In some oases it has boen necessary to inform f&Trn producers of

these specifications via contracts to aseurl having the products

when needed. Contracts may b. made by the r.taUer directly or by

a processing firm which sells to the retail.r.

Relationships in Broiler Production Which liave
Enoourasd Production Contract

The purpose of this section is to review what has happened in

th. broiler industry which has encouraged coordination of production

by contract in the various segments of the industry. The four

ettuatione outlined in the prsviou. section ar. considered in

to broiler production.

Among hr oiler Pirns

Broiler production was startsd by non-spectaltted producers who

not only fed broilers, but often performed the processing and who]e.

aeling functions as well. In many oases, production was seasonal

and was on. enterprise on divsreified farms.

With the de'v.lopmant of the modern brotlsr industry specialize-'

occurred, The production process was divided into specialized



production phas tanoos, several phasoe of production

were performed by one company but the general situation has been tar

firms to specialize in hatching, growing teed manufacturing, prooeas

ing, or retailing.

Specialization has occurred to take tags of more effi

mathods of production. These methods involve the development of new

teolmology in all phases of production. 8peoialisstlon has brought

about increasing interdependence among firms in the industry. Cost

functions in a particular firm depends on production decisions made

by other firms.

T.ohnologi. oal Developments

The broiler industry has rndergcme rapid change az a result of

new teolmology. Research of Agricultural Experiment St&tions and

private firms has brought forth a rather steady flaw of improved

strains of meat chickens, new feed formulae, and machinery for

feeding and processing broilers.

Breeding and nutrition. Poultry husbandry specialists in breeding

and nutrition able to develop new strains and crosses of

ohiaken. and teed to as which have increased the efficiency of

growth. Th*t is, a larger bird weight ii now obtained for a gt'reti

level of f..d consumption p.r bird. Individual growers who purchased

the imprcvsd chicks and rations made greater profit. than other

growers assuming other thing. equal.
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Mechanical innarratlonse sand labor used in b ed warn n

important item of expense in the broiler industry. The feed was

usually delivered to the farm in bags, unloaded by hand and the feed

fed by hand. The development of bulk delivery trucks which can

deliver up to 12 tons of broiler feed reduced the handling cost,

The adoption of mechanical feeders by some growers has rduoed lsbo

requirements and thus labor coats.

In th. processing of broilers, overhead conveyor lines ad auto-

matic equinent have increased the number of birds a given plant

could process per hour reducing the labor requirement per 100 pounds

of chicken processed.

Many of the mechanical developments are profitable only when

used at ne capacity lee1i Fixed costs in machines and equipment

are higher as a result of new developments.

Competitive Conditions in the Jroil

Competitive conditions in the broiler industry range from con-

ditions approaching perfect competition in the growing phase where

the numher of firma is larg. and the demand ow-vs nearly perfeotly

laitio to imperfect competition in other segments.

Broiler p-owing. In the broiler growing segment, no one firm controls

a large enough share of the total output of tie induatry or buys a

large enough share of the inputs that its action. influences prices

r.oeived or paid by other producers. In other words, buying

selling transactions occur at market prios.
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Since the size of broiler growing firms is relatively small,

entry into broiler growing is easy compared to entry in other sog

menta of the industry. Many growers adapt buildings originally

constructed for other uses to th. growing of broilers. Anyone

having the capital necessary to gain oontrol of broiler houses and

equipment either through purchase, construction or leasing aud to

purchase chioks, teed, and other supplIes may enter production as a

broiler grower. Ability to obtain production credit either through

a ore dit association, a ooniaeroial bank or by contracting with a

feed manufacturer or broiler processor makes entry even less

restrictive,

Chick hatching,, feed inanufaoturin and broiler processing. The chick

hatching, teed manufacturing and broiler processing segments of the

industry have many similarities relative to degre. of competition.

The number of firms in each segment is small oo. axed to the number

of growing firms. Each hatchery and tesd manufacturing plant using

modern machines efficiently producis sufficient volume to supply

multipl. growing firms 'with chicks or feed and eaoh processing firm

can slaughter the output from a fairly large number of growing f&rrns.

Thi, relationship between relative stse of firms results from economic

forces within the various segments of the industry which determine

the optimum size of firm. Some of tbee f arose originate in the

technological developments in a particular phase of production.

Since the number of firms is snail the policy of an individual

firm has art effect on competing firms. An increase in feed or chick
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salea by one firm frequent a d lee by 0' r firma.

An incre*s, in purchases piocasso tilt of

bidding a higher pric, would mean other processors would have

either bid competitively or limit their processing operations. Under

conditions of imperfect competition, however, firma tend to restrict

price competition whenever possible. Managers adopt non-price-

competitive measures. Contractual srrangets are a means

avoiding pric, competition since a captivea market situation is

crested. It should be emphasized that the length of the contract

determines how long the captive market exists Int.gratora must

meet competition from other integrating firms at th. time

renewing contracts. In order to encourage growers to agree to

octrsctual arrangements these firms otter incentives suoh as

guarante. of a market for winter batches of broilers, sharing of

losses in the event prices decline below Ipiroif ted levels, *nd

menag.ment asaistanc.. Sen. instances of concealed prto. competition

undoubtedly exist such as a grOwer receiving more than usual ,xtra*

chicks or freight reductions on f..d deliveries.

]itry into either broiler hatching, fead manufacturing, or

broiler processing is oon.id.rably more difficult than entry into

broiler growing. istablished firms have attained their size through

expansion as th. industry developed, or through large investments at

th. tim. of entry. Few individuals have resources that will allow

them to enter with a sufficient volume of business to

of scale to be competitive prioewis. with established firma.
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Anong the established firms operating in Oregon are branches of

oorporationa engaged in other activities as well as broiler produc-

tion and marketinç. Under conditions of temporarily low margins in

a particular area brought about by the entry of a new firm or other

conditions it is possible for established firms to continue production

by depleting reserve accounts or relying on earnings of other depart.

iients. Under such circumstances, the entrance of a new firm beocnee

difficult and unattrs.otjve. Individuals or firms with resources that

would allow them to enter the broiler industry in one of these eeg

ments frequently may find a more profitable use for their resources.

Product differer,tition becomes a very important part of the

policy established by individual hatcheries, teed manufacturers, end

broiler prooeoz-s. This is evidenced by extensive advertising

campaigns conduoted by these firms to establish brand nemes for

their products.

Broiler retail outl,ts. The retail segment of the broi

is different from other segments. The majority of oi

through the meat departments of retail food stores. This department

may in some oases be operated on a ooioess&on basia by a epecialiat

who leases space from the store owner. For purposes of this study,

the fact that broiler retailing may be done by a meat department

operator who does not own the complete store is not important. The

importsnt difference betwe the retail segment and other segments

of the industry lies in the fact that the retail function is not

performed by a firm specialized in broilers to the degree firma in
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other se;rients are specialized. Receipts from the sale of broilers

comprise a small percentage of total receipts for an averae retail

narket. This is partioularly true of large supermarkets and ohatn

stores whereas receipts from asle of broilers or inputc for broiler

production tend to nate up a large proportion of total receipts in

other segments of the industry. ixoeptions to this occur in the

case of feed xnanufaoturora who may specialize in feeds other then

broiler feeds or in the case of national meat packers who are active

in broiler production and marketing.

The number of firma that sell broilers at retail is relatively

large when all retail grocery stores are included. Many auoh stores

handi, a very small number of broiler a per year, however, compared

to the large superrarkets and chain grocery stores. For purposes of

this study it was the larger stores taken as group that were con-'

aidered u a segment of the broiler industry,

The number of large stores is relatively small oompared to the

total number of stores. The number of broilers sold per large store

La probably between 10 and 15 thousand broilers per month. It is not

izo as measured by the volume of broilers marketed per retail store

that is important but the size of investment that La required to

establish a large-ecale retail outlet which determines th, number

of firma and also the relative ease of entry.
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The develop*ent of the large food supermarket and eelt*servio.

shopping appears to be the chang. that triggered many other changes.

Sup.rmarkets plao.d emphasis on volume selling at reduced markup to

attract customers from competitors of th. ways costs per food

item sold was reduced was to eliminate muob of the selling labor

needed by old method, by displaying th. items where th. buyer could

select the desired items directly. In the case of' broilers this

change ws accompanied by changes to pz-epaokaging of th, broiler and

to ready-to-cook broilers for a large i*rt of' total sales For this

method of selling to be successful, the customer must be satisfied with

the quality of broiler obtained each time a purchase is made. Also

the product must be available when the customer wants to buy. Supar.'

market manageit insisted on uniform quality of broilers on s year

around basis wham buying from processors. The large number of broilers

purchased by supermarkets attracted processors to supply them with the

kind and quality of broilers d.sred and in the volume required. The

availability of broilers at all seasons of the 3'ear at lower prices

stimulated consumption.

rocessors needed an assured supply of bgh quality broilers

available f or slaughter when needed to till orders from retail out..

lets. Superin*rtet s000tmte were particularly sought after sinc the

selling costs p.r broiler wire laser on the large orders and repeat

orders more readily obtainable when aatisf'aotory service was given.



business tioh itself meant cost reductions per unit for a given

plant since orsrh.ad costs oould be distributed over IOre units.

Thus, processors were striving

resulted in modem facilities which

at a low cost per bird.

EUects of Contractual

it reducing techniques which

a large numbers of broilers

Production Decisions

Production d.aisions are made on the basis of present knowledge

and what the manager thinks the situation will be in the future.

Many factors influence the manager of a firm in the making of these

decisions. Coit. in relation to receipts for alternative used

resources or for altemative ways to produce a given product un-

doubtedly are important. Th. confidence the manager has conoorning

his knowledg, of th. present and how wail it repr.senta future

situations would influer'o. his decision. In some oasa, a special

tied fixed investment may be an important determinant in production

decisions.

Contractual preduoti rrangaents do not the need for

production decisions but they do change the circumstances under which

they are mad.. Cia important way in which th. circumstances are

changed relatss to the uncertainty involved in trying to judg. the

future.

'irma operat. under conditions of uncertainty and in some

instances under conditions which make adjustments in production

diffioult if not impossible. These oonditions may explain

25

Processors who could reduce of processing could *ttraot more
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broiler growers or other firma may not adjust production to a

xim profits.

A firm's reaottim to unoertainty may be demonstrated by disoou

tug the marginal value produot curve, figure 1. This discounting

oauses producers to use lees inputs or to not expand their enterprie

to opti.m atze inoe t entrepreneur equates (line AD) with th

discounted marginal value product line. Anything tractual

arrangements that reduced the amount of uncertainty and thereby tha

discounting of MV? would be expected to hare an output-increasing

aff sot. Without contractual arrangements the degree of unoerta ty

would be high. Broiler growers would not expand produoti to taks

full advantage of profit possibilities when new developments occurred.

Broiler hatcheries, processors and/or f.d manufacturers would like-

wise be slow to expand without assuranos that th. growing segment

was expanding at a rate that would require their new aspacity. Cotti

per unit would be higher under these circumstances which would tend

to kep marketing margins wide. Specialization and its resultant

lower oosta would be hindered. With unoertainty reduced by oo

tractual arrangements, size of firm In a]]. segments could be increased

'with lower unit coats end mor spoialisstic*i to talce advantage of

new derslopmanta in breeding, nutrition, management and squipLflt.

Depending on the degre. of competition that exists, lower costs are

either passed on to consumes in th. form of lower prices or shared

betesen lower prices to consumers and higher profits to producing

firma.
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Discoutited

C

B

Figure 1. DiscoUnted marginal value product and marginal cost
curve with and without input rationing

The it era the manager finds it dffioult or impossible

to make adjustments in production may Use be illustrated bl figure 1.

Assume that line ABC is the marginal cost of a resource such as

capttal. At point B the curve becomes infinitely inelastic. This

occurs when a loaning agency establishes a msximAm amount they will

loan a given firm. Capital is ratizi.d to the firm and aets
opttnu*m combination of resources A tsiiilar situation 000urs

if the entrepreneur has an aversion to risk end restricts the level

of input use or size of business to avoid increased risk.

Contracting firma frequently make capital available by supplying

inputs of production on a credit baeis in order to attain a larger

volume of sales. This would h*ve th. effect of shifting the point

t which the marginal cost line becomes infinitely inelastic to the

MV?

21
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right. Under auch a aituation the firm would use a larger number of

units of input and total output would be increased.

Contractual arrangements which provide a guaranteed in

price per unit of output or a similar provision would shift some

of the risk from the broiler grower to the contractor. A grower

who had voluntarily raetrtoted capital use because at an aversion

to risk would tend to expend his enterprise when growing broilers

under a minirn price guarantee.

Most contractual arrangements involve supervision or at least

visits by fieldmen representing the contracting firm. The assistatos

obtained in managing the growing operation may reduce the amount at

variation in output in a particular enterprise. In this way risk

would be reduced. The variation in output may result from new

ideas gained from fieldmen or front the recognition of a disease

problem early enough to initiate control methods before losses

beOOme large. Supervision may Increase feed efficiency by proper

adjustment and location of feeders and waterers or by insisting a

grower be prepared for emergency power failures or extreme hot

periods.
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for differences in the production surface due to degree of integration

and. size of enterprise are presented. The last part of this section

compares present broiler production with theoretically optimum

situations to ascertain any of feot that may be due to contractual

production arrangements.

Status of Commercial Droiler Indu8try

The comsercial broiler indusiry has experienced rapid growth

during the relatively short tine since its beginning. The nuJabor of

broilers produced in the U.S. increased from about 54,000,000 in 1934

to 1,659,638,000 in 1958, table 1. Oroes incom, from farm marketinge

and valu, of horse oonswzption for broilers inoreasd from $19,000,000

in 1934, which Is th. first year broiler receipts 'w.r. listed separate

from other farm chicken rec.ipte, to about one billion dollars in

1958. During the same period cash receipts from sale of other farm

chickens declined.

Broiler produotion in ea d at a faster r

average rate of irior.as. in the United States. Production

about 65 times in Oregon compared to an morse. f 40-45 times

the United States. The nu*ber produced in Oregon increased from

hen the

Lore
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120,000 to more than eight million s income tncress.d

from $53,000 to about $5.2 million.

The y.sr 1934, at least for d.*t* reporting purposes, represent.

the b.ginning of the oomasroial broiler industry einoe that is ien

the industry achieved enough importance to justify the collecting &nd

reporting of statistical data separate from other farm enterprises.

Of course, broilers were produced prior to this date but th. number

produced and gross income vae probably less than in 1934.

The rapid growth of the broiler industry mey bi attributed to

e.vsral factors. New developments in breeding, nutrition and

processing war. very important. Another important factor which merit.

special attention is th. development of new business arrangements

between firma in the industry. Contractual produoton arrengmezite,

one of th. nee arrang.inents, was the focal point of this study.

Contractual production arrangeimnts make coordination between

segments of the industry easier. Fied manufacturers or dealers have

been the prinoipal source of contracts in Oregon (56, p. 10).

tracts assure a sale outlet for feed in the case of the feed

manufacturer and a source of financing for the

iarly broiler produotton ws a high risk enterprtse. A disease

outbreak or a priee declin, for broilers was often financially die..-

trous f or the individual grower. Because of the high riek, credit

agenoi.e usually 'were reluctant to finance broiler production unless

other assets were available to secure the loan. Prospeotivs broiler

growers frequently were unable to satisfy security requirements. In

order to expand sales of teed and supplies, contracting firma extended
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credit for growing broilers e liberal basis. Credit for

variabl, capital needs allowed etablished and prospective growers

alike to use their own funda to finance buildings and equipment in

expanding or starting a broiler growing enterprise.

No historical record wai found of th. first broiler produotion

contract in Oregon. Cable of Arkansas has written thati

"In 1929 and 1930 a new method of financing broiler prom
duotion was made avat lab]. by several boil hatoherymen
and feed distributors, Baby chicks and feed oou]d be
obtained on credit; the amount due was pqable when the
farmer marketed his broilers." (12, p. 8)

It seems likely that contracts and financing arrangements started

somewhat later in Oregon. Interview, with r presentativee of the

principal f..d manufacturing firma, hatcheries and processors that

were active in 1957 indicated that contracts were started during the

late 1940'. and early 1950's. The number of broilers produced in

Oregon began to increase at a faster rate in 1946 which marks the

beginning of oomseroial broiler production in Oregon. Apparently,

contractual production arrangements were initiated aftir tbe tudue

was fairly well established.

Description of Broiler Grcming t.rpri.es

Pers jew survey were obtained from a avap].. of

broiler growers selected at random within three sue strata. This

section describes the enterprises and compares the three eiie groups.

Broiler growers interviewed in the small size group had pro-.

d.d broiler. ocumercially for 3.5 years on an average, table 2.



Growers in the medium and the large e

of experience r.pectively. This

growers may start with a small .nterp:

is acquired.

Table 2. Experienc, of broiler growers by size groups, Wjflamatt
Valley and )ledford Ai'.a, Oregon 1957-58

groups had 4.8 and 8.0 ysar

onship indicates that broiler

id expand as experience

of Experience as 1 erience with
Size Group broilers pro- cmieroial se form of

dueed annuali broiler .ower lute ration

30,000 - 9,999

40,000 - 99,999

More than 100,000

5.6

4.8

8.0

Years

3.0

2.8

3.8

Average ts weighted by the inverse of the sampling proportion
In each stratun.

Growers e e form of integration was inversely

related to size Experieno. as independent growers

svsrage one-half year for' the small sizi group but more then six

years for the large ala, group. (. growr in the small else group

and four growers in th. large size group indiosted that production

for their enterprise had not b.. under contract for th. period

of time inoluded in the survey. At the tiwe the survey was made

several growrs who had not pr'oduoed under contract previously had

bsc one intnbsrs of a cooperativ, and had signed oontraots for the

batch they were them growing Some indtoat.d they had done so in

Averag. of all grow.rs 4.5 2.8



antio&patiou of low market prices for broilers during the latt pa

of 1958.

A majority of broiler growers es group. wi

porienoed poultry producers at the time they began to grow broilers

comnerotally. Rowsv.r, the number of growrs in the medium size

group that were experienced poultry producers represented only 53

percent of the growers. Sixty-tour percent and 91 percent were

experienced poultry producers in th small and large size groups

respectively. Of the experienced producers, moat had been egg

producers. Turkey production was th. second moet frequent type of

experience.

Broiler growing was the only comesroisi farm enterprise

most of the growers interviewed. Approximately me-third produced

either email grains, orchard products, or pasture on a relatively

small scale. aly tour growers had other poultry or livestock

enterprises.

Growers in the ize group were .mploycd off-the-ta

more than growers in the other two groups, t*bl. 5. This indicates

that 10,000 to 40,000 broilers per year did not provide full time

.mployaent. School bus driving or truok driving was th. most eomaon

type of off-the-farm employment for the small-size group. Thi small-

size group worked about one-fourth of their working time oft-the'farm.

The percentage for individual enterprises ranged from four percent to

nearly 100 percent. Family labor cared for the broilers when the

operator was sinploy-.d oft-the-farm. Family labor accounted for about

one-third of the labor used in producing broilers in the small size



group but less in the two larger sire groups. Nearly half of the

growers in the medium.sied group worked off-the-farm - averaging

about one-fifth of the working time for the group. Growers in this

size group worked at a wider variety of jobs with no one type pre-

dominating. (i1y three growers in the large size group were employed

oft-the-farm. They were employed in positions closely related to

broiler growing. Individual growers worked as muøhas 76 percent

of their working time off-the-farm but the group average was sbout

11 percent.

Table 5. Proportion of labor supplied from various sources to grow
broilers and proportion of op.rstoz-'s labor in ott-farm
employment, Willametto Valley and Medford Area, Oregon,
1957-58

Size Uro

Small

Módjum

Large

rator's Labor
ro

?iU off.'fsrm
e 10
Percent

&vorage of
.11 growers j

epa
in broiler Operator

row
A'eraent

Source of Labor to Grow Broi
rator e

family hired Total

Average is weightid by the inverie of the sampling proporti
in each stratum.

35

100

cent

26 40 34

3-9 63 74 22

U 82 60 26 14

23 49 88 30 4



Tite percentage of farm operator's tints psnt in prod

broilers increased as the average siz. of ent.rpnis. increased

indicating a higher degree of specialization. The percentage of

labor that was hired also increased as average size increased. Hired

labor was used primarily fcr ostohing and loading broilers at time

of delivery in the small size group and amounted to two percent of

the labor U80d. The mediurt size group hired about four percent of

the labor used while in the large si;e group about 14 percent hired

labor was uied. A few enterprise. in the large size group employed

men full time to work with broilers.

Data were obtained which showed the change in annual capaci

of the enterprises for 1958, 1957, end 1958. The percentage increase

in size ws fatet for the largo'size group, table 4. 1i.ost cx-

pension resulted by construction of new buildings. The fact that

larger enterprises were expanding *t a faster rate increases th.

difference in average size Of the three groups over time. The

future of the small-size enterprises Will d.psnd largely on their

ability to produce at a cost a .titive 4th other broiler growers

and to increase their size to achieve even lower costs of production.

Result. of analysis presented later shows that costs p.r unit wore

higher on an average f or

costs for enterprises in othe

grower is dependent on income

indicated they may be more dependent on feed oosipanies or other

ci in the small size group than

groups. The degree to which the

broilers may influence the rate

of inc . Small enterprises tended to be more integrated whi.oh



tntegxators. U policies of the coanisa should change such that

enterprises of lesa than 40,000 broilers annually would not be

eligible for contract renewal many of the smaller operations may

disappear as operating units in their present form. A natural

alternative may be for such growers to shift form of production

where they essentially sell their labor and rent their buildings

and equipment to a broiler integrator. This form of production is

coaonly referred to as a labor contract. Some people express

fear that all broiler growers may eventually be confronted with this

alternative as a long run effect of integration. This would become

an actuality only if broiler integrating firms Lind it nre profitø
able to hire labor and capital rather thau contract with separate

firms. Thts would occur if growers prefer to sell their labor and

rent their buildings rather than accept the risk and responsibilities

of production. Whether or not the buildings would be replaced or

kept in good repair by growers under these circumstances would de

pend on the rental rate, If the buildings were not replaced then

integratori would of necessity, integrate by ownership by replacing

rentsd buildings with owned broiler buildings. If the buildings

were not maintained and the rental ret. remained the same the renting

of buildings would become ieee profitable for the contractor because

disease problems or other thiugs such as fire hazards become greater

in poorly kept buildings. Eventually, the integrator would find

it advantageOus to own new buildings in place of rented buildings.
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Size Group

Number

Table 4. Number of broilers produced and percentage increase in
produotion by ise groupe for the years 1956, 195?,
snd 1988, Wtllamette Valley and Medford Aros, Oregon

of' broilers produced
195'f 19

wber Number Percent

Peroantag
crease from
1956 to 1958

Small 16,000 18,600 23,500 47

Medium 38,700 48,500 68,300 71

Large 68,200 106,000 142,500 109

Average of
all growers 5 4 48,800 59

Average a weighted by the myers
in each stratum.

prop

Relative Importune, Firms in 0 Indus'

Hatahrtoa. Four hatcheries supplied about 70 pore. hick.

to growers interviewed. Grower. usually place advance orders for

chicks. Delivery dates are established for a year in advano

the grower plane his produotion schdu1. on an azuival baeis. This

also allows hatchery operators to schedule egg settings to meet the

equirezaents of growers. }iatcherymen set up delivery sohedulee 'with

growers in order to achieve lower coats per unit of production. Oral

greements and written oontraate were used about quaUy in estab1ish

ing delivery datara for growers in the small and medium size groups.

Growers in the large size group usually had oral agreements.



Feed manufacturers. Three feed manufacturers supplied about three-

fourths of the feed for broilers fed during 1958 according to the

reoord. Usually the arrangenients were between the teed company

and the ;rower rather than a feed dealer and the grower. Bulk de-

livery of up to 12 tons of feed at one time at a low margin plus

the capital requirements of financing broiler producers makes it

imperative that the feed manufacturing cznpany deal directly with

growers In some instances & contract between the teed manufacturer

end the grower was signed for each batch produced. In other in

stances, a contract included the batches grow' during a 12 month

period. Written contracts were the rule since credit was usually

involved. Most feed companies financed feed end supplies. In

some instances the chicks w financed also by the feed aompany.

The feed oornpany usually took chattel mortgage on the chickens.

Growers under contract frequently received supervisory management

assistance from feed company field representatives. Iiis also was

security for the loaning feed Qompany in insuring proper manage.

inent and a larger percentage of marketable broilers. Feed manu

facturere received payment when the broilers wire sold. The check

issued by the processor 'was often nade payable jointly to the tied

manufacturer and the grower.

Broiler rooessors. Four proolesors purchased a majority of the

broilers sold by growers in the Willamett. Valley. A processor

located in Southern Oregon purchased most of the broilers produced
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in the Medford area. Processors buy direct from growsr.. There axe

no market feolli o terminal markets for other agricultural

product.. Frequently, a broiler grower agrees to 1l his broilers

to a particular processor sv receives the baby chicks.

Feed manufacturers usually require grower ha. a written

marketing agreement before allowing credit for feed and supplies.

The price receiv.d by grower. who sold to private processing

finn. was determined by reports from the United States Department of

Agriculture market newe reporting service lo*atsd in Portland, Oregcri.

The pro, reported by this agency was determined by what processors

reported they wer. paying for broilers. Since processors had. con-

tracts for specific broiler., competition for broiler, was reduced.

and processors h*d les* incentive for reporting higher prices.

Thsre were a tie independent broiler growers who wer. bargaining

with processors f or price. The suoces. of these growers depended in

part on their ability to have broiler. to sell when market needs are

high. Growers who marketed through the Washington Farmers Cooper a-

tive Association received a price equal to th. average wholesale

price for a three month pool period less expenses of processing and

selling. Th.y received w advance at the time the broilers were

delivered plus a pool settlement at th. end of the pool period..

Proo.s sore usually inspected the broilers a tie days before

they attained market weight and finish. Condition of the birds and

market demand for broilers determined when the broilers would be

processed. Marketing agreement. usually specified that the processor
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had a choice of delivery date within a five day period. Practically

all broilers were processed when between 62 and 64 days of ago, table

5. There was a tendency for larger enterprises to sell younger

broilers. The broilers averaged between 5.2 and 3.4 pounds live-

weight for all three size groups. ffioienoy of production averaged

highest for growers in th. large size group since they were able to

1.1] as large a bro&ler as the othr two groups with a shorter fesd'

ing period.

Although growers may sign three separate contracts with a

hatchery, a fe.d company, and a processor only one of the three

was actually an integrator. Th. integrating function was usually

perf'orwed by a feed menufauturing ftrm. In some inetsno., all

three - hatching, feed manufacturing, and processing

of one larger firm. When this occurred, the integrating function

was performed by the firm rather than one of the parts.

Broiler growers in the medium size-group had produced broilers

with more integratore than growers in the other size groups. This

be explained by observations relative to the shorter length of

time that growers in the small size-group had been producing broilers

and the shorter length of time growers in th, large size group had

produced under some form of integration. Grower, usually changed

Integrators to obtain what they considered to be better contzbaot

terms. Occasionally, an integrator discontinued the akt'g of

contracts making it necessary t or grera to change integrator..



Size Group
*eight of

Age of broiler. broilers
deliwered delivered
rage range Av.rage wet
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Table 5. Average ae and weight of broilers delivered to processors
by growers in the Willamett. Valley end Med.tord Aria,
Oregon, 1957-68

Average is w.ight.d by the invers, of the sa on
for each stratum.

Growers were asked whether they preferred to produce broilers tndepd-

ent of ny contractual arrangent.. Grower replies ueation

varied, table 6. The mos coimnon reason given for preferring indeperid-

ent production was that they preferred to make their o'an decisions.

Of th reasons for not preferring independent production, market

price fluctuations was mentioned most frequently. Some growers gave

both affirmative and negative reasons in response to the question.

Effects of' Contractual Produoti on

This søction presents the results of analysed data obtained

by interviewing broiler growers relative to differenoes associated

with size of enterprise and degree of integration. The first step

Small 3.4

)1.djum 62-M 3.4

Large 3.4

A,erag. of aware / 62-64



Table 6. Reasons why broiler growers would or would not prefer to
produce broilers without a ontractual arrangements,
Wj11a.tt. Valley ad M.dtord Areas, Oregon, 1957'68

Prefer Independent Produc on Pret.r Contract Production

roweri
Small,

Would rather m
decision

Afraid monopoly may develop
Grower may bioome share

cropper
Buy cheaper teed
Greater percent profit
De*l separately with each

company
Need financing
Needs to be dome independ.noi

in industry
Total

-
No. ofo. of

rowers Ra

Medju*s
Would rather make own

decision
Afraid monopoly may develop 2
Grower may bso cmi share

cropper
Buy cheaper teed
Greater percent profit
Dia], isparately wtth each

company
Need finanoing
Needs to be some independence

in industry
Total 10

Large s
Would rather make

decision
Afraid monopoly may develop
Grower may become share

cropper
Buy cheaper feed
Greater percent profit
Dial separately with each

company
Need financing
Needs to be some independence

in industry
To

8

Mdiw:

Lack of experieno.
Indepen dents have

trouble marketing
Iigged prIce -- can't

Coepete
Market ups and downs
Poor marketer
Can't sell ohicks

without contract
srket tluotuates too
much

Total

Lack of experience
Independents have

trouble marketing
Rigged price - can't

compete
Market ups and down
Poor marketer
Can't sell ohioks

without contract
Market fluctuates too

much
Tot.

2

Small*
Lack of experience
Independents have

-a trouble marketing
Rigged price - can't

compote
Market ups and downs
Poor marketer 1
Can't sell chicks

without contract
Market fluctuates to

much 3

Total

a-

2

1
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in the analysis was to ascertain whether or not there were differences

in the physioal relationships of broiler growing when it was by

tract and when it was independent. The second step was to prepare

budgets which indicate the relative profitablonees of the two methods

of production, j,,, con 1 or independent.

The results of this analysis are important to all phases of the

industry. Growers need to understand the effects of contractual

production an their enterprises. They should base their decisions

to expand production or to produce under contract pertly on a

ledge of these relationships. Other firms in th, industry are

interested in the relationships since they either sell inputs to

growers or buy broilers from them. They tr.quently advise growers

in the nmnagement of broiler growing enterprises The financial

su000se of growing enterprises determines partially the volume of

buiin,gs for hatcheries, feed z*nutaoturing firas, and proc.ssors.

C*loulati of Production Function

section presents the resu thesis

of enterprise or degree causes the level

roduotion function to change. Th*t is, a produo

calculated to represent an average for enterprises in a particular

group or for a particular level of integration would be different

hen a production function oaloulated for another size group or level

inter.ratian.



from that fed in the 1956 trials.

were measured when the broilers w

Using the feeding trial data

Feed consumption and live'weight

four and eight weeks of age.

an average production function

for feed was calculated for each year, figure 2. A second dejroe

polynomial of the form Y a + b1? b2P2 was used. Resent rosearoh

results indicated that a function of this form g*ve a satisfactory

fit of broiler feeding data (10, p 687). The two functions were

calculated to observe the change that occurred during the time

period 1956 to 1958. Th, difference in the functions indicates

changes in breeding since the ration was ee,enti ally th. same for

all trials.
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To test the above hypothesis it 'w to estabi:

norm from which to measure changes in th. surface due to variables

tested. For this purpose, funtion was calculated using input.

output data obtained from feeding trials oonduoted by the Department

of Poultry Husbandry, Oregon State College. o01uekey reported the

results of two 10 week feeding trials conducted during 1956 (49, p 2

The trials were conducted using 3200 chicks representing 14 different

breeds or strains that were being used in oozieroia1 broiler produc-'

tion at that time. The broilers were fed a higi-'energy broiler ix*sh

supplemented with. an antibiotic and Vitamin 12' This mash w

expected to givo results comparable to coimuercially prepared feeds.

Feed consumption and livewoights were measured weekly.

Three similar feeding trials were conducted in 1958 using the

same basic ration but with a i1ight1y different vitamin oontent



Weight

4.0

3. 5

3. 0

2.5

2. 0

1.5

1. 0

1958

Pounds of feed

Figure 2. Input-output relationship between feed and liveweight for
broiler growing, Oregon, 1955-56 and 1958

1955-56
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Data obtained front broiler growers durizu the personal inter-

view sUrVey re 1' or the period 19575Be fly plotting the results

of the individual hatohes fed by the growers interviewed it was

ascertained that a major part of the batches had results whiob

were between the two trials with a tendency toward the higher or

1958 function. Ck the b*iia of this information the deoiaion was

made that the function to be used as a norm in the tests should be

somewhere between the two functions, ton was oaloulated

using pounds of teed ted end weight 5t time of selling broilers

from the records. The weight of a day old chick was assumed to be

.08 pounds, the sarne as in the feeding trials. Sinoe the function

was fitted using data at the begiining and and of the feeding

period it was necessary to plac. a restriction on the regression

ficienta to insure a least squares fit of the data snd at the

same time a function of similar shape to the feeding trial functions.

Noting thst the function oaloulat,d from 1958 data tended to flatten

out faster than thØ function based on 1956 data a choice as to

which function better represented the growth relationship for

broilers was necessary. The choice of which function was the t.

one to use in establishing the restr±otion, Wan made by determinin

the maximum bird weight attainable by feeding te broilers to

maturity for the two feeding trial functions. Th. maximum weights

were 4.57 poundz end 4,21 pounds for th 1958 function and 1958

funotion respectiVely. They were oa1oulatsd by taking the first

d.rivativ of th. two functions, equating each to s.ro and solving
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for the Y-value. When marginal physical product is zero, total

physical product is a maximum. The larger maxiim.un weight was con-

eidsred as more nearly representing tha attainable weight for meat-

tyoe chickens. Thus, it was decided that the function fitted r

using 1956 data was more nearly of the shape expected based on

observations of chicken weights. The fact that it was based on

weskly d*t to 10 weeks of age probably accounted for it being a

more representative relationship.

The restriction mrs established on the basis of the relative
size of the regression cofficjents, It was calculated that roughly
b1 .4(Th2 in the 1956 function. Day old weight of the ohicka was

assumed to be the same for the farm data as in the experimental

data. Thus .08 pound was substraoted from the average weight of

birds for each record causing the function to pass through zero,

Later the .08 pound was added to raa. the function to it. natural
position.

In ordr that the new function hays the same shape as the 1956

function it was necessary that the bj and b2 values have the same

size relationship one to another as in the 158 function. Thie

was insured by writing the model in terms of b2 only as follows:

Original ode1i b1X ,4' i2

Restriction: b1 -40b2

Reysed Model: Y -4Ob2X b2X2 (X 40X)

The term (X2 '-401) represent. the I value of a linear regression

problem and may be designated as I' Th. regression coefficient b2
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is equal totX'Y. These terms were available from the sums of squares

and cross-products as follows

X4 -80X + 1600X2 X'Y X2Y -40XY

Since the sample was a stratified random sample it wa

to calculate the sums of squares and cross-products for each stratum

and veight the calculated values by the inverse of the samlin

proportion in each stratum.

The b values were calculated as follewsi

* 0.47283560 b2 -0.01182089

Thus the following equation describes the average relationship

between pounds of feed fed and jjveweiht of brot1rs for the batches
4

included in the study where s Y the estimated Y valueI poumds of feed fed

Y .08 + .47283560X - .01182089XZ.

Using the average production fui

method of regression analysis was used to asoertain the effect of

of enterprise sad integration on the ph'sioal input-output

relationship. These variables were seleotd because it appeared

that the production function would change as size of enterprise and

degree of integration changed. Si5. of enterprise was measured by

the nwaber of broilers prodi,d duririr a 12-month production period.

This variable was the baste of stratification in sampling. Degree

of int.gration was sstblished on the basis of factors discussed

be low.

en the study was begun, it was thought it would be a simple

x*tter to classify the enterprises as or not contract



arraner.euts were involved, draw a sample of integrated and a sample 

of non-integrated j,t 

of airifioance to a 

olusiong relative to 

indicated that most bro 

of contractual arrangemsut and had been for ao ti 

difficult to obtain dats for growing without oontraot 

collect data from each sample, make tests 

rtain sinifjoant differences, and draw con- 

feot8 of integration. More study however, 

or growers were operating wider some for 

is made tt 

could be 

usod for oomparative purposes. Also, most growers hse h&d oontraots 

with more than one integrator whioh makes it diffioult to ascertain 

the affects of a particular kind of contract. revioue studies in 

other areas have been made that describe the types at contracts but 

have not attempted to &iow their effects on the production function 

of growing enterprises (ii, 
p. 10-li), To overoc*ue these difticultiei 

it was necessary to establish an index of integration f or each enter- 

prise which oould be used as an independent variable. The index of 

integrati on each enterprise was calculated from d*ta obtained 

during the interview. Th. following five items were included and 

subj.otively weighted according to their importanoes 

The proportion of the growers' experience is a. ooniueroial 

broiler grower that had been under oms form of integra-' 

tion was calculated and given the weight of two. 

The number of contractual arrangeznts involved in 

broiler growing currently were cowited. c the basis 

that a written contract equals 55 ift percent and an 

oral contract or agre.int equals 10 percents a figure 



wa oalou].ted for each enterprise. This fector was

also given the weight of two,

5, Durin the interciews growers were asked who made

decisions for twenty-f our oormm broiler crowing problem

situations. Interview experience indicated two of the

decisions were not applicable. Thus they were not used

in Qaloulation of the index. A ioroentae figure ox-

pressing the proportion of the decisions not made by the

grower wa then calculated. if a particular decision

was made entirely by the integrator it was counted as

4.5 percent (lao 4 22). If a decision was made jointly

by the grower arid the integrator it was ootmted as 2.2

percent. A decision which was made by the grower on

reoonuendation of the integrator 'was counted as 1.1

percent. The sum of tho percentage figures was then

given the 'eiglit of three.

The number and regularity of visits which a grower ro-

oeived from fieldin Ot.loyad by feed maufuoturors,

processors arid hatcheries were included because degree

of grattcn is related directly to the arnount of

supervision growers receive. Visits were counted as

being either on a regular or ocoassiczial basis and a

varying percentage used as tollowss

El



for tioular record was then given a we:

Vhsther or not the grower had expanded his enterprise

because integration da it possible to do so was included

with a "yea" reply counted as 100 percent end a "no" reply

counted as zero percent. The p.rosntage figure was given

the weight of one.

The weighted percentages were swaed and divided by the sun of

the 'weights. The resulting figure was a weighted indx Of integra-

tion. 'the o*loulated indices for the enterprises included in the

study ranged from sara to 12 percent.

The graphical proo.dur., used to test the effect of size of

enterpris, and index of integration, was accomplished by plotting

the input-output point at time of sale f or each enterprise. A

separate graph was mad. for each variable. The points were plotted

with different colored pencils to reflect predetermined level, of

is and integration. The plotted points in each graph clearly

ted a random distribution of colored dote indicating th*t no

ship existed between the independent variables and the height

production function.

Rigular Percent Oc cas tonal Percent

Feed supplier Feed supplier 20
Processor Proc.. sor
Hatchery 20 Hatchery

Since th teed supplier was the integrating firm and gays

more supervision to growing operations a larger percentage

figure was used for teed supplier visits. The total of thi
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Physical data such as pemda of feed ted, number of chicks purchased,

and pounds of broilers sold or used were held constant. Average

price data for the various groups were used which socounts for

dtft.rsnoes beteeen tables.

Table 7. Selected receipts and costs per 1000 broilers sold or
for broiler enterprises in small its. - high level

integration group, Willaaette Valley and }tedford
sreee, Oregon, 1958

I tern Amount Price Value

liars Dollars

Receipts
roil.rs sold or ussd pounds .218 132

R.b*t*g and pool eettli
menta 21

Total 763

5*
Chioki number 1016 .151 168
Fse4 md. asdicatLon cwt, 37.75 5.62 467
Legal tees, interest

and insurance

Total 625

Ro.ipte less costs 128



Tabl 8. Selected receipts and costs per 1000 broilers sold or
used for broiler s erprises in medium size - low level
of integration group, Willamette Valley and Medford
Areas, Oregon, 1958

Receipts *

ther.

sipti less oosts

Differences in the average prices paid for chicks among the

groups were sash. For a given level of integration the prics paid

for chicks decreased se size of enterprise increased. Iithin a

particular size classification, th. price of chicks as higher in

th. high level of integration group. These differences reflect the

lower costs of selling to large enterprises on the on. hand end the

increased co*te of servto* in the more integrated enterprises on the

Prios Value

Dollars Dollars

Broilers sold or used pounde 5360 19 73
Rbzts and poe1 settle-

ents

Total 747

Costsz
Chicks number 1016 .142 144
Feed inc]. medication oat. 87.75 5.12 449
Legal f..., tht.rest

d insurance

Total



Tsb3.s 9. Seleated receipts and coste p.r 1000 broilers sold or
used for broiler enterprises in medium sue high level
of integration group, Wtllamett, Valley and Medtord
Ju'eas, Oregon, 1958

Feed prioss exhibited similar relationships as chick prices

groups when level of integration was not allowed to

vary i.e., as size increased th. price paid for teed declined. Tb

rio. of f.ed in th. large size high level of integration gr

was loser because of the effeot of one large enterprise. This enter'

prias obtained a price discount by buying large quantities of feed.

Transportation expense was low also for this particular enterprise

because it was located clos, to the sourc, of feed. It appears that

th. relationship would remain consistent but th. rats o change

be less than indicated by the tables.

I tern Unjt Prjoe Value

chars Do lars
Receipts i

Broijors sold or used 3360 .221 743
Rebates and pool aettle.

8

Total 751

Costa:
Chicks nur 1018 .144 148
Feed md. medication cwt. 87.15 4.92 432
Legal tees, interest

and insurance 4

Total 582

Receipts løss costs 69



Tabi. 10. Selected receipts end costs per 1000 broilers sold or
used for broiler enterprises in large size low level
of integration group, i1larnette Valley and Medford
Areas, Oregon, 1958

Item

Receipts:
Broiler cold or used pounds
Jebati and pool settle-

nente

Total

Coitiz
Chicks
Feed md. medicatic
L.egal tees, interest

and insurance

Total

R.oeipte lees ooate

2

585

149

d for brojlørs jndjøated only njrior differences

anong the groups. The price broiler grwsrs received were besd on

the market price reported at I!ortland. Addittonal receipts from

rebates on t..d, chicks, and processing and iarket pool settlement

indicated no consistent pattern.

The difference between the selected costs and rec.ipts was what

the broiler grower reCeived to pay for other inputs of production

such as labor, fuel, litter, and interest an capital inveetment.

was not the purpose of this study to determine the rats of input use

Amount Price Yaltie

Dollars Dollars

3360 .214 719

15

734

1016 .139 141
87.75 5.04 442



and the associated expanse for each of the above items.

less costa figure was caloulatid to indicate the relativ

broiler grower in the various groups would have to meet

expanses. Data wre collected for thoec it.me expected

Dollars Dollars

The receipts

amount a

Reoaipta
Broilers sold or used 3560 .217 729
Rebates and pool settle

merits 14

Total 143

Coit:
Chjokg 1016 .142 144
Feød md. aedtcatii 87.75 4.71 413
Legal tees, interest

arid insurance 1

Total 558

Receipts less oost 185

Tablø 11. 3electsd receipts and costs per 1000 broilers sold or
used for broiler enterprises lit large sise - high love
of integration group. Willamette Valley and Medford
Areas, Oregon, 1958

with eisa and lvel of integ Thus the differences reflect

relative profitableness for the groups of enterprises. C the basis

of the range, there is about a differeno. of five aents per bird

sold.



Irplioa4ons f Ana1sis of Survey Data

The analysis of hysicel relationships indicated no advantage

for oontraotuil ietnods of pert onnirtg the growing phase of broil.r

production. independent growers wer. able to grow a pound of live

broiler for the same pounds of teed as producer. under oOntraot.

It must be kept in rjnd, however, that this may be true only on an

average. Th. efficiency with which an indiitdual grower can prorn

duoe broilers may be aft*oted by th. method of produotion. Since

contractual production methods have been used for * nuzber of years

it may be that those grower. whose ffiotenoy of production could

be increased with m.nagemsnt *ssist*noe and other features of oz

tract methods have accepted contracts and as a result no difference

was det.ted. Th growers whose enterpris.. had a lower index of

integration have apparently been able to achieve efficiency a.

independent growers. any of thea growers undoubtedly received

suggestions and advice on management from feed manufacturers and

other firms without siniug a contract. The individual grower

must decide whether or not the effioicy with which broilers grow

can be increased on his farm by producing under a Contract.

ffioionoy of production did not change as a result of sue

of enterprise. Small enterprises on an average wore able to produce

broilers as efficiently as large enterprises. Size of enterprise

was measured on an annual production basia. Grower, produce tour to

five batches or Iota of broilers in one year. Thi. study did not

measure the efficiency of production for different sizes of lots.
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The lower litt On si zo of enterprise es 10,000 broilers in a

12-wcnth period or about 2,500 birdi per lot. Two thousand five

hundred broil&s WaS apparently a large OXtOu9.:h size of operation at

c time for grsrs to achieve efficiency of production. iffioienoy

of broiler rowi.ng probably increases as size of lot inoreas but

tends to level oft at some size less than 2,500 broilers. Growers

generally build multiple builciLns rather than build an xtrernely

large building. Ibe capacity of mechanical feeding equipment

deterw,inee the size for a particular building. As the size of a

buiLJ.ing increas8, growers must acoept more risk from rire and

diaeso than it multipl. buildings are used witi proper spa.oixi. of

buildings and sanitation asures.

iinoe no differenoe waS found in production efficienoy the

prices of inputs beoome all important to th. individual grower. 1is

ability to bargain doubtedly tnt luences th.e prices he pays. Tts

bargaining position of a grower is stronger before he has signed a

oontract. Therefore, he should analyze his alternatives on a cost

beau and bargain prtor to oontraoting to produce.

Prices war, lower for large .ut.rpzises. This undoubtedly

refieGts lower costs for bulk handling of teed and quantity discounts

aitordd lar enterprises. Owners of a*ll enterprises may well

ooneid.r increasing their size of enterprise in order to gain prtc.

OOnO.esjone.



APPLICATIcS TO OTH]R FARM ITERPRISR$

Part of the interest in the development of contractual arrange-

menta in broiler production has rseultsd from the possible expansion

of contraotual production arrangements to other agricultural indus-

tries of the objectives of this study was to ascertain the

feasibility of contractual production in farm feeding enterprises

other than broilers. Th. following enterprises were ocslaidrid

comeeroial laying f looks
turkey growing

3 swine fattening
cattle fattening
lamb fattening

The above enterprises were included in the study because s

All are enterprises which involve the feeding of poultry or

wetoolc to produc, a marketable product or products rather than for

purposes.

b. Th.y are enterprises that are frequently mentioned as being

adaptable to contractual produotion.

Contractual production arrangements develop in response to needs

and economic pressures affecting a particular industry. It is logical
to assume that differences in th, needs of an industry compared with

other industries account for the us. of or lack at contractual pro-

duction arrangements in a particular industry. It changes 'wire to

000ur in the enterprises considered in this section that would aake

then identical to broiler production it was assumed that integration

would develop in Other .ut.rpriaee &i it has in broiler productii.
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Contractual Arrang acted nteryrises

rprisoe considered have all been subject to sales oon

tracts past. The contracts were usually short term and were

signed as marketing time dsw near. Important terms of the contracts

were time of d.liv.ry and price. ]ggs from corcisl laying flocks

have been delivered to independent buyers or cooperatives

frequently under sane contractual arrangement wherein the grower bi.w

what price ha would receive for his eggs relative to msrk.t prices

stabliah.4 at centers of trade, Turkeye, bogs, beef oattl, and

lambs have been sold on the basis of a oontreet price at a specified

delivery date. Vhen the outlook has been for prices to be higher at

time o delivery, buyers have been active in buying for future de-

livery. Conversely, when the outlook has been for a lower proo at

delivery time, buyers hays waited to buy at lower pric

The contracts used at present in broiler production differ fr

thoa that have been used in, other feeding enterprises in that they

are a contract to produce according to proscribed practices and time

sohsdulea. Freuontly, the price the grower will receive Is not

stated in the contract. Nowever, the grower is assured of a minimum

price or amount it he aobievea a specified level of production

sffioieny. Generally, the more important contracts do not involve

th. buyer but rather a feed menufaoturing firm or hatchery. Vhether

or not the persons or firms, in the industries considered in this

section, would be willing to produce under similar ontraetual

arrangements depends on changes that ney occur in the future.



determination of what will happen

txaotual developments in othsr .nterp

possible, however, to indicate oonditi

encourage or discourage the development of contractual arrangements.

Reference has been u,d earlier to feotors which encouraged the

development of contractual arrangements in broiler production. A

dissuasion of factors which appear to have retarded the us. of cow.

tractual production arrangements of the seas kind in the growing

phases of other induitries is presented below. Th. factors

discussed in order of importance so tar

tardiug contractual developments is concerned. The order in which

new res.sroh sdvtnosa occur or other changes take place will determine

th. relative importance of the factors Atvances which tend to make

other industries more lik, the broiler industr snoonragi the

adoption of contractual production pisna. Thus, research findings

or other development, which offset the factors disouasd helo. will

aid the development of contractual de'vel.opnta in other agricultural

industries.

Absence of Ra Teclmoloçioal A4v*nce

R*pid technological advance Lu all phas

was very important in th. development of con

the broiler industry. New strains and orosss

increased the gi ing ability and the quality

More irni f ormnity 4 a ].arer proportion

in the industries whioh

their influence in re-

oiler production

d.vilopmsnts in

t-typi chicks

finished broilsi'.

e carcass weight

B.oau.e what ny happen in the future is a accurate

tivs to dev of can-

is not possible.



being a. favorable to an inorease in demand for brOi]..r

Nutrition research findings p: sd th. broiler indastry with feed

formulas iuhioh ga.ie a faatsr rate of growth 58 well as a more efficient

rate of gowth. New teed developments ooup lid with breeding adaueea

have provided a more even degree of finish in a shorter feeding time

making it possible to market a younger, more eftioi.nt bird. Al.

though, there may be a point beyond which younger birds ar. of lower

eating quality, most peoplø agree that quality has been increased by

the younger 8elling age. Advanoeisenta in processing bro isis have

made it possible to market a ready-to-cook broiler which has resulted

in greater ease of preparation at the time of cooking. Packaging of

the ieadyto-oeok bird has made sslts.rvioe retailing of broilers

possible. All of th. abov mentioned innovations hav* resulted in

es..entialiy a new product. The broiler the housewife buys today is

a different product than the broiler of ten years ago. The quality

of the broiler has bsen increased while costs per unit have been

reduced.

The application of contractual arrangements to other industries

will pend to a large extent cmi tscbnologioai developments applioable

to those industries The rate or degree of t.chnologeal advance and

the rat, of adoption by established ftrm. 'will influenee the dive lop-

went of contractual arrangements. A teoirnological advance of a win

nature may not caus hang. in th. relations betseen growing fir

and the other firms 0 industry. Minor adjuatmts may 1* weds by

the industry but the likelihood of a shift to oontrsotual a,thods is



1940 105 97 98 96
1941 99 105 100 96 100
1942 103 97 103 103 98 100
1943 99 97 102 103. 97 101
1944 95 95 98 102 102 100
1945 97 92 105 110 97 98
1946 95 92 95 101 99 95
1947 92 9]. 97 92 97 2
1948 87 88 95 97 9:9 98
1949 81 86 102 98 98 93
1950 80 82 95 97 97
1951 78 81 95 99 94 97
1952 76 80 94 89 93 91
1955 75 79 92 100 90 87
1954 71 79 87 92 94 88
1955 67 82 87 96 88 88
1956 66 83 92 99 95

small. C the other hand, a major sdvance ptsd

pith caution by groera may cause intsgratin offer ooutraats

which encourage adoption of the new technology.

Technological adv*nc in egg production, turkey feeding, twine

taxiing, cattle feeding, and lamb feeding has not been as rapid as

broiler production. The amount of f.d required to produc

given output has decreased faster for broilers than for other enter.

prices, table 12. Processing methods have changed lees and quality

improvements have not been as prxounos4 as in the broiler industry.

A major technological advance in either br.eding, nutrition, or pro-

ceasing would encourage adoption of contractual production ari'angsrnents.

Table 12. Indez of ohange in feed units required to produce a given
output of specific commodities, United States, 1940-54
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The monner in which contractual arrangements would be encouraged

would depend on the natur. of the advance. An advanO which was not

readily acoepted by firms may make it profitable for othir firms to

one ours go the us technology throug isiuLa contracts which

require th. adoption of specified practices. An advance that affected

the most economic size of firm in processing may encourage contractual

arrangements since this may be the only way the processor may get the

increased production when he wants it.

Perishability of the Product

(z. of the faotors influencing price variability and therefore

supply variability is perishability of pr Perishable products

must be sold 'when ready for market assuming other things constant

Inoressed quantities frequently imiat be sold at reduced prices.

prices usually mean low profits. Low profits in one time period

causes supply to decrease which in time w

end profits sine, coats of production change ]ess rapidly. gh

profits encourage stabliehed growers to expand their enterprises and

new grow.ra to enter the induay, Prices dsoline as produc

increases and the fluctuations begin again assuming no change in

other factors. Perishability adds to th. fluctuation since storage

of part of the supply during periods of increased supply for sale

at a time when prices are favorable is not postble.

Of th, products considered in this study broilers offer the

least possibility for storage. Consumer sociptnoe of irish frozen

ill result in higher prices
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broilers has been 30w. Frozen birds have sold at a discomt ooiparod

with freshly jroci ed bro The discount plus added Oonts cf

freezing and storage make it imperative that broilers be sold fresh

within a very short time after they are processed.

Processors operate on a relatively fixed margin. Any reduction

in price 11 tends to be shifted direotly to the grower. The

prioe the grower receives tends to increase when retail prices

increase.

tinder the circumstances outlined abo the broiler grower is

faced '*tt}i greater price uncertainty than owors 01 shable

products. ices for products that are storable fluctuate in resp*wss

to changes in supply but the fluctuations Will bs of smaller agai-

tud depending on costs of storage.

Uthough all the other products considered are more perishable

than farm products such as grain they are less perishable than broil-

ers in that some storage ii possible at least durtug rocesaing.

some instanoos the fattening process nay be slowed down in order to

market when it appears prices will be higher. 1ggs if kept under

refrigeration end proper conditions of humidity lose quality slowly.

Several processes hsve been developed to extend the storable period

for eggs. Turkeys stored in a fros.n state are readily accepted by

re. Turkeys are usually marketed by growers during late

summar and autu. Storage aids in preventing the market from he.

oising glutted and pro., falling to disastrously low levels. Turkey.

formerly were oonsidsred a "holiday msat to be consumed during the



Thanksgiving, Christmas, and Nøw Year holiday sescna4 With

storage xrsthods, however, tuzkers are now available to

throughout the entire year.

within two to three wsoks after

beef and lamb are sold fresh

laughter. Some flexibility is

achieved, however, by the longer time period between slaughter and

selling to retail atr.s. This longer tims period allows the msat

to be trwisported to more distant markets under refrigeration without

lose of cuality. In the ease of beef, in particular, the longer

tinie period improves the eating quality. Best and lamb may be

frozen without suffering heavy price dtaoounto. Recent developnien

indicate th*t consumers may purchase considerably xxiore frozen outs

that have been prcjared fr cooking prior to freezing provided ooati

can be reduced. Prios support

Department of A ture have

through the purchase of troze

grams for meat by the United tatea

carried out in some inatenoøa

r than fresh meat. A large

proportion of the pork consumed in the United tztea baa been cured

and is therefore a storable ooranodity. Meat packers cure large

volumes of pork outs during periods of temporarily depressed ri

hen the outlook is for higher pric,s These cured products can

than be stored until eupples arriving at makete are reduced and

prices strengthen.

Seascmality Lençth Production Period

Contractual arrangeunt developed in the broiler

68

industry require year around production sohedules. 1aoh segment of

the indue try is coordinated with other segments by means of contracts.
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kiatohertes set e t auply rowero with ohioks which when grov

will meet the requirements of the contraot between the grower and pro

oeaeor. The prOcessor hae ascertained that he will be able to sail

the volume of broilers ocnitraoted to retail outlets when they ore

delivered. Since broilers require only about 65 days to crow to

3.25 pounds 1ivo-weiht the grower can grow between four and five

batohe in a 12 nionth period, 13y staggering the starting date for

the rowera selling broilers to a particular prooessing plant the

plant can have a steady number available for processing. This

procedure alao etab1ishes a more oonitant need for chicks and feed.

The availability of chicks at any time during the year and the

length of the production period makes the broiler industry different

than the other enterprises considered in this study. The constant

produotion possibility with a short time span between the beginning

and end of production makes broilers more suited to contractual

production.

production requires a longer production period than broil.rs.

Chicks may be ordered for dlivery at any season of the year but about

a six months growing period is required to bring the flock into egg

production. Generally, it is profitable to retain the laying flock

for at least one year after the hens start to lay. This longer pro-

duction period would require that tu. integrator obligate his capital

for a longer time period. The amount of capital per hen would be

eansiderably more than for a broiler so each grower would have to

be advanced a larger sum. This increases the smount of capital
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required by the intgrator and repayment would be oor.'pliaated by the

tact that income is received over the period of about one year. part

of which could be paid to the integrator.

The feeding of turkeys, swine, beef cattle and lambs has differed

from broiler growing The poulta or feeder animals

nave not been available on a year round schedule. Rather t2ey nave

been available seasonally. Turkey feeding h&a been a spring to

atua enterprise since poults were available in the spring and the

turkeys were grown in open pens rather than buildings. Many timsi

the pens were fields which were a source of t.ed. Comparatively

little shelter has been required for turkeys on such fields. (2ttl.
and lamb feeding hays bean winter enterprises since feeder cattle

and lambs have been available at the close of the aumr grazing

period. In addition, feed supplies are oze plentiful at this time

for begizrning feeding. swine ii*y be produced in any nonth of the

year but th. general practic. baa been to hats sown farrow in the

spring and fall with market hogs available fiv, to six months later.

Thes. seasonal production patterns have developed largely be-

cause costs are lowest when they are followed and any dviation has

tended to result in increased coats. For ,mrp.le, feeder cattle can

be sold f or a lower price in 8epteuiber after grasing during the

uer on low coat forag. than at any other time of the year. The

coat of feeder animals is a major input in cattle feeding and it ii

important in determining aver$ll profitableness of th. enterprise.



Changes in the indus tries whtóh would make feeder animals

available at low cost on a year round baits would make contractual

production more feasible. The development of large year round feeding

operation. in some tatss indicates a trend in this direction.

Market Organ.sation

Mew developments 0 be aooept.d at a faster rate when they

do not replacs an established method. Broiler production developed

on a commercial scale without terminal market facilities such as now

exist in the ease of hag., cattle, sheep, and eggs. Direot methods

of marketing were adopted in the ease of broilers as specialized

processors established processing plants and started purchasing live

broilers.

Marketing methods for other commodities studied have been ostab-

shod for many years. Established marketing firms and agencies are

frequently by-passed when contractual arrangements ar, used. Market

outlets that may be omitted if contracts develop attempt to maintain

their volume of business by making their services more attractive to

farmers. They may do this by reducing market charges to the level

where not all fixed costs are covered for short time periods to din.

courage th. development of contractual production p1n.

Thø number of market outlets available to a cattle, lamb or

swine feeder is greater than for poultry producers. Transportation

systems are also well developed making it possible to ship livestock

to the market whsre it seme possible to obtain tbe highest net price.

This shifting of supplies among markets equalizes prices in the



Closely related to the ides of established market orgpnissticns

is the situation that new methods of production are more difficult

to implement in an established production area. &ia undoubtedly

was partially the canoe of broiler growing areas developing in the

Southern States. Eit*bli*hed poultry producers bad their ideas about

how production should be carried out and were not as receptive to

suggestions from field service personnel as a ne's broiler grower who

was looking for management help as w as a source of operating

capital or inputs on a credit basis.

the acceptance of contracts in other industries will depend

partially an bow receptive producers are to new ideas or whether new

producers can be encouraged to enter production. Shifts in production

areas may result from pressure. which favor production by contract.
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markets aftør allowing for naportation and shrinkage cost difter.

Live stock tee ders plow to give up their alternative

market outlets for a contract which specifies when and where their

livestouk are to be delivered without quoting a particular price in

advaxzo. unless something was received in return whoh increased their

net returns. A major nutritional advanos may make this possible.

For exampi., feed manufacturing firms may be able to offer increased

turus to growers using their feeds in the form of a guarantee

similar to that used in broiler production contracts.

stabliahed oduotian Areas



Financing in Relation to Securitr
- - -

broiler growing phase of the broiler industry is unique

day old chick does not represent en adequate security base

obtaining of operating capita]. through regular credit

The tact that many broiler growers buy *ll feod that is

d adds to the probl.a. As a result many broiler growers turned to

tracts whereby firms in other phases of the industry supplied the

inputs on a credit baste until the broilers were sold. Some of the

larger growers who were able to financ their operations from other

sources resIsted contracting or produced under contraot only when

the market outlook was unfavorable. Sometimes aceitraotizig firms

refused to tasu. contra(ta for broilers produoed during the winter

unless the grower would agree to produce during th. rest of the year

on a similar contract.

Eatsblished credit agencies will usually extend production

credit for enterprises such as ls and hog feeding where

either the feed or the feeder animal ii owned nd can be pledged for

security. Feed manufacturing ftrme are willing to extend teed on

credit. Thie will make feedlot operators le dependent on input

supplying firms. They will, as a result be interested in remaining

as independent producers. Undoubtedly, many producers prefer to

mak, the zsanegem.nt decisions relative to their enterprise.

Laying enterprises are somewhat like the animal fattening enter-'

prises sine, the laying hen can be used for I.curty purposes When

egg production begins, income from the sale of eggs remains quit.
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eostsnt. gg producers can pay for teed and other inputs within a

short time of their use. They can also use part of their present

receipts to ftnenoe the raising of replaeeaent pu3leta.

The turkey growing enterprise is more like the broiler growing

tsrpri.e then others considered. Integration by contract will

probably develop faster in turkey growing than in red meat animal

feeding because of a need for capital and lack of en adequate security

base.

Degree of Specialization and Source of Feed- \
Broiler growing has become a highly epeotalised enterprise. Moat

growers have little, it any, crop land. Many growers have only the

land occupied by the broiler buildings and the fsr*stead. Some

growers, whose enterprises are too small to provide full employment

tar th. operator, have an off-efarm job.

i. of the faatora encouraging specialization is the requirement

that practically all feed be specially compounded and prepared to

obtain high feeding ffioi.nay. This requirement h&a fostered the

development of specialized broiler rations, b*sed on nutritional

research, by teed manufacturing firms.

Ocnioentrste feda comprise a largs proportion of broiler rations.

Wheat or corn nd soybean or cottonseed meal are the basic ingredients

used. The concentrated ration ted encourages the production of broil-.

era near the production sr

f.eds may be transported wi

it, location of broiler grow

the main ingredients but concentrate

lative ease and low cost. As a

ng may shift more to areas of low



labor coats, favorable climate or other cost reducing factors provid

ing the saving is greater than the additional cost of transporting

feed. Low.r labor costs &lang with reduced housing requirements may

account for the increase of broiler production in the Southern States.

L*ok of more attractive alternatives may also have been a factor.

Contractual arrangements made available th. variable capital that was

necessary for a grower to begin production if he bd broiler buildings.

In oxse instances, buildings were constructed by an integrator and a

caretaker employed on a per bird b&aie to grow broilers.

Iurkeya and ooeroial laying flocks also require a high propor

tion of manufactured teed.. Swine fattening rations ocnsiat largely

of concentrate feeds but the use of grains produced on the farm where

th. bogs ar. fed has been much greater than in poultry enterprises.

Cattl, and lamb fattening rations require relatively large

amounts of farm produced roughage. Also many by-produots of the

processing of agricultural products are utilized. Raughages and

some by-product feeds are bulky relative to their valu, making

more profitable to looste feeding enterprises near their a cures

rather than tran.porting them to a distant area for feeding.

Western United States, feeding areas have ben concentrated in

irrigated farming valleys where low cost feeds have been available.

Frequently, by-products of sugar beet refineries or canning crop

processing plants have been available which encourages the adoption

of fattening enterprises Adjacent to these valleys ar, range lands

which are used as the primary feed source for breeding herds in the

production of feeder animals.
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Oenezs of edicts are not specialized in livestock feeding.

They produce a major part of the teed ted. Frequently, their

fataning enterprises are active aily during the period of the year

when crop production does not require their labor and management.

The second typ. of feeding operation is specialized in livestock

feeding, puxchaees a large proportion of the teed fed, and is a

year-around enterprise. These enterprises have, in the past,

generally been located in California. There has bean some dove

ent in oentrai and eastern Oregon. Thi specialized enterprises are

much larger than are enterprises at the tarnwr.feeder type.

Generally, specialized foedlota haye a toed manufacturing plant en

f the larger enterprises employ people trained in nitrition,

veterinary medicine, end/or marketing.

The lack of apeoialissticn for the farmer-feeder discourages an

tegrating firm from offering contractual production plans, that

'would be attractive to the livestock feeder, since management ability

tends to be lower for a non-'apeoialiet. Mother discouraging factor

from the feed manufacturers' viewpoint is that field service personnel

tend to be *extra help* during the slack feeding season.

Two additional faotors appear to restrict the development

contractual arrangements similar to broiler production contracts.

First is the high investment in land and/or equipment for the pro
duotiou of teed. This factor 'will limit entry to those farmers who

and iheep fattening enterprises are found

Ckae is the farmer-f seder type of fattening

operation i found thronhout the area.

?qo kinds of o

Western Stat

oper This type
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have the ability to obtain land either through ownership or leasing.

The second factor is that teed supplies rally been adequate

security for obtaining a loan to purchase feeder cattle and lambs

thus reducing the need for financial help from an integrating firm.

The specialized type of fesdiot hzis its own feed manufacturing

plant. Thus it is illogical to assume that feed manufacturers will

make contracts of the type used in broiler production with this type

of teed].ot, Also1 since the required investment for establishing a

feeding operation is øó high only those individuals who have adeuat.

financial resources or credit ter production. They are not

likely to contrart to produce fat cattle or lambs on a similar basis

as broilers are produced.

Fe.dju

80 WX buys feeder animals whose price is related

to the price f* fat antmals may earn prof the difference be-

tween the cost per pound of gain and the s If; of the finished

animl plus the difference between the price for feeder and tat

animals. C the other hand for an enterprise ioh feeds animals or

poultry wboee price is relatively fixed and not related to the price

of the finished product the only source of profit is through low cost

production. In the first type of enterprise the feedlot operator

forces the producer of the tssder animal to absorb a large proportion

of th. price risk associated with the enterprise. Thus the amotat of

risk confronting the operator is less resulting in less interest in

contracts.



liet.ropns1t; of Breedin Livestock

Cie of the factors that encourages contract production is the

demand for a mif ore, high.quality product to be sold irough self

service supermaricets and chain grocery etorse. They want uniformity

for two reasons First, their ooate of buying can be reduced because

buying by description 1. feasible and most of the actual purchasing

can he done by tolephan. and in advance of the delivery date. Second,

gement of large retail grocery outlets wit a tmtforn, high'

quality product which establishes a favorable reputation in the

mind, of consumers. A favorable reputation leads to increased vole

ume which ii of utecat importance in modern retail stores.

Two factors that affect uniformity are breeding, and feeding.

Both factors are more easily controlled in the broiler industry

th. other industries considered. Poultry breeding has becomet

specialized businesi itself and the faster rate of reproduction makes

it possible to produce homogeneous offspring in much leas time than

for seine, cattle, or sheep, Feeding of manufactured feeds assures

greater uniformity also.

Production of feeder cattle, lamb*, or hogs has not become

specialized. Oenership of breeding herd. is widely dispersed. The

genetic background of breeding animals is varied. Thus, feeder

animals that appear to be similar may perform differently in the

feedlot. This factor discourages production by contract.

Somewhat offsetting the heterogenetty factor, liomever,

larger nuabsr of outs of meat available from a large animal



to other industries would be foolish jn'.as-much as t observable

trend, ?hethsr or not the trend continues and thø speed with which

ooritractual arrangements dev,lop wifl depend on changes that occur

in the industries. It Is not anticipated that these changes will

occur in all industries at the same time, In fact, it may be

oonpetitiv. pressure from an integrated industry that will lead to

research and methods conducive to contracts. The increase in lew

cost broiler production and consumption has crested increased

interest in nw methods in beef, bog, and lamb feeding.

7

and, the uses made of the various outs. not a factor that

encourages oontraotual production arrangements, however, because

meat packers have been able to buy animals at publio markets or

direct from feedlots in the volume necessary to till orders from

rótailors. The tendency has been for meat packers to i.ntegrate by

ownership of feedlote rather than by contact with fe.dlot operators.

Fear of becoming irwolved in anti-trust proceedings have tended to

restrict feeding aotivttjes of national meat p.okere.

The above discussion has pointed out ions differences between

broiler production and other industries which have tended to retard

the adoption of the type of contractual arraneneuts used in the

broiler industry. The intent of this discussion has been to show

why contracts have not been used rather than to show wby they will

not be used. To say th*t contractual production will *ot be applied
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job production is organized in an industry re

suite fron econoto foroes. In broiler production, thre has been

fosters production by contract. Specialization

production as a z,suit of new technological

developments has led to an into rd.p.nd.nci of production faotiona.

Production decisions by finua in one phas. of the industry have a

direct impact on other firms. Laok of coordination b.teeen prow

duotion phases results in a loe.ring of profits for the firms.

Contractual production has had the effect of scheduling production

among firma.

No systeeatic increase or decrease in avezag. production

ficiancy was ascertained in the growing pbuø of broiler production

due to size of enterprise or level of integration. Individual gr

tug .nterprl..e msy experience gains or losses in production effi

cianoy du, to contracts. Apparently the lower limit placed on sine

of entei-prjee in tä4a study was high enough that broiler growers

oou34 use efficient methods of production. The ability of the

broiler grower to recognise an improved method of production either

by himself or with th. help at fisidmen, extension personnel or

others sakes a greater difference in production eftcieney than the

actual signing of a contract.

Prices of inputs used in broiler growing decreas. as size of

enterpris, increases. Quantity diecowits as a result of larger

tities purchased at one time and savings by bulk handling teed

80
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result in lower prtces for larger enterprises. Size of enterprise

was more iert*nt than level of intagratton in determining prices

paid. Small enterprises are confronted with increasing degrees of

competition from larger enterprises which are expanding at a faster

rate than small enterprises

Broiler firms produce under contract to shift Some of the risks

of production to other firms in the industry. When the outlook is

for low prices growers sign contracts more readily. Some firms that

have produced on an independent basis shift to contractual production

at such times A tendency for continued low prices for broiierB has

resulted in moat growing enterprises sbfting to some form of cone

tractual. production.

Individual growers must decide which method of production to

use. This in itself La an iortant management decision. Some

growers undoubtedly need the "security" of a contract which brings

with it a ready market aud management help provided by itsldrnen.

Production by contract in other livestock and poultry enter

prises will increase but unless technological changes occur faster

than at present it will increase at a much slower rate than has been

the case for broiler production. Modern broiler production started

as a industry recently and baa experienced rapid growth and change

as a result of many factors. Institutional factors have not deterred

its growth and rate of change as much as will probably be the case

for other better established industries. There is a jack of tech-

nologtcal advance Lu other industries of the magnitude there has



been in the broiler industry. Advances as a result of research h

occurretl in all phases of the broiler industry at a rapid pace (pa

as a result of contractual production) whereas in other industries

production methods have remained about the same over time. Production

in other industries requires a longer period of time and storage may

be performed to reduce price variability. SpecteliatLon of farm

phases of production has not been as great in other industries as it

has been in the broiler industry. Thus some of the factors that have

encouraged broi].er production by contract have not been present in

other industries. For example, credit has been more readily avatl

able from regular loaning agencies since feed

enterprises or other assets could be used as

production credit.

Production by contract w:

upp lies from crop

urity for obtaining

remain as an Lmportant method of

coordinating production only if it solves or alleviates some of the

problems for people engaged in production. Changes in conditions

of production may alter the problems and in this way change the

importance of production by contract.
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Vertical integration in agriculture is not a new devebopmsnt but

it has been the center of interest in many roint dacuasions and

publications largely bsoauie of what has occurred in the broiler

industry, Vertical tntegxstton involves the linking together of

firma in different phases of produotion to achieve a more coordinated

production process. Early forms of integration in agriculture were

by ownership. More recently integration by a firm agreing to

produce according to terms of a oontraot h*s becone important.

tractual forms of production have been in use for 50 to 40 years in

crops such as sugar beets and fruit. and vegetables for canning end

freezing. Contraotus.l production arrangement. have ooxae to be

widely used in broiler production and there are indications that

their use may expand to other livestock and poultry .ntsrprt see.

There are many variations in the contracts ranging all the way

from informal agreement. to near complete control of the farmer' a

enterprise by the oontraotor. Integration in this form is often

viewed with skepticism. Farm producers fear they may ba. their

indspendwce and be reduced to employees of the contractor.

Th, broiler industry was studied to ascertain why it hae

so completely integrated and the effects of contractual

production on relationships within the industry. Th. situations

which are conducive to the adoption of contractual production

arrangements were then considered as to hoe they may or are

flusnoing other- liv. stock and poultry feeding enterprises.
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Obtained frow both primary *d secondary sources.

Personal interview surveys were used to obtain dsta from nagemsn

of firms in the broiler industry in Oregon. A sample of broiler

griers were interviewed. They were selected by draitng names at

rendoa fro* a list of oois*eroial broiler growers stratified by size

Of enterprise A oosmerois3 enterprise was defined s one which

produced lOOOQ or gore broilers in a 32 month period. A second

survey inoluded all of the major broiler chick hatcheries, feed

xtufaoturers making broiler contraots and broiler processors.

ding xperimsnts conducted by the Ipatwent of Poultry Huebandr

gon St&te College were also a source of primary d&ta. Various

bulletine and other publications from many soimoes were the souross

of secondary d*ta used in the stuiy.

Pour situations that are conducive to the development of con-

3 production were listed as followsi

The interdependence of prdstton functions that exists

when specialized firma produce products that are used in

production by other firma in the inustry.

When there ha been development of new technology

has not been adopted.

Imperfections in markets which prevent price from cD

ordinsting production s*tisfaotorily.

a. Th. dev.lopment of new nmthode of retailing which require

large quantities of uniform high quality products.
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oh of the above were applicable to the broiler industry whióh

a relatively yog industry that has xparienced rapid change.

Broiler production in Or.gon hae increased at a faster rate than

the average rate of increase in the United Statsa Annual gross in-

come received by farmars from broiler sales exc*eds ti?V zat ilion

Contractual production of broilers in Ctegon has been primarily

between the teed manufacturer and the grower. Processors frequently

hsve marketing cements with growers but little prodtim super-

vision 000ur Growers also make agreemants 'with hatcheries for a

year in advance to start ohicks on specific date

Siss of enterprise was aasoci*tsd in a positive menner with the

number of years experience growers h*d in broiler production but

negattvely 'with the number of years experience wtth som. form of

integration. Growers hoae size of enterpris, was in the small

group ware employed in non-farm employment more frequently than

growers whose enterprises were larger. The larger enterprises

indicated a raster rate of expansion which aocentu*tøe the differences

due to sise.

Th. number of firms in the broiler indistry in Oregon other

than growing enterprises is relatively small. Pour hatcheries

supplied about 70 percent of the ohioks to growers interviewed and

tour processors purchased a majority of the broilers. Three teed

manufacturing firma supplied about 78 p.rcent of the feed for broilers

during 1958.
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A functIonal rela tween feed consumption and live'

of broiler was established on the basis of feeding experiments. This

relationship was used to establish an aversgs feed-growth relation-

ship for th. growing enterprises studied. It was ascertained on the

basis of the average relationship and input-output points for the

individual enterprises that use of enterprise and level of integra-

tion were not usociateci with efficiency of production.

Prjeg paid for prodtt inputs and prices reoived for broil.rs

changed slightly on an sverags when the records were sorted into groups

on the basis of sise of enterprise and ].e'rel of integration. Prici

differences nay be the result of factors such as location of a partie-

ular enterprise in relation to th. feed supplier or processor, volume

of purchases in the case of tnputs and bargaining ability. Larger

terprises had lower costs for chicks end feed on a. paz' unit basis.

noes received for broilers 'were not associated with aize of euter*

pris..

Five kinds of livestock and poultry feeding enterprises other

then broilers wore oonsidered in relation to factors which encourage

the dsvelopzsent of contractual prodttion. Factors such as techno-

logical advance, perishability of the produQt, market, financing end

sourc. of føed w.ze considered and compared to broiler production.

The adoption of oontz'uiotual mathoda as well as th. rats with which

ccztracts will beooi important will depend on the rite with which

other enterprises become more nearly like the broiler enterprise

for some of the factor. oonsjcrsd, Other factors indicat. why



aaote iay not b. ai es. 1. to aoi* enkerprises as they have

beeaa n broilez production.
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